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Nicole Sully University of Queensland

GREETINGS FROM THE PLANET OF EARTH:  ACCOUNTS OF ARCHITECTURE FOR AN 
INTERSTELLAR AUDIENCE ON THE VOYAGER GOLDEN RECORD

In 1977 the Voyager I and Voyager II twin probes were launched into deep space on a fact-finding grand 
tour of the cosmos. The unmanned space probes were to make close observations of major planets 
including Jupiter and Saturn and their various moons. Each of the Voyager probes carried a copy of what is 
known as the Golden Record - a twelve-inch phonograph record made from gold-plated copper - that was 
conceived as a cosmic greeting card intended to introduce and educate alien life to the ways of planet Earth.  
 
The compilation, overseen by scientist Carl Sagan, included a carefully curated collection of music including, 
among others, work by Bach, Mozart, Louis Armstrong and Chuck Berry. A selection of ‘the sounds of Earth’ 
were also represented through whale songs as well as the sound of thunder, crickets and Morse code. Greetings 
and well wishes were recorded in fifty-five languages, and included messages of peace and friendship from 
countries such as Greece, Israel, Brazil and Syria as well and more idiosyncratic messages, such as that from 
Sweden, whose message was a greeting ‘from a computer programmer in the little university town of Ithaca 
on the Planet of Earth’. The Golden Record was tantamount to a compilation of civilisation's greatest hits.  
 
In addition to these sound recordings, the Golden Record was encoded with 118 images that were chosen to 
represent the richness and diversity of life on Earth. Among these were a number of images of the built environment 
and specific works of architecture ranging from images of vernacular buildings in Africa through to views of towns, 
cities and highways. It also included a series of images of landmark buildings and structures, including the Great Wall 
of China, the Golden Gate Bridge, the United Nations Building, and the Sydney Opera House. The Golden Record, 
in effect established the first canon of human architecture and endeavour intended for the unknown residents of the 
universe. This paper will chronicle and critically consider the architectural content of the Golden Record.
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In 1978, the American astronomer and astrobiologist Carl Sagan noted that the same impulses that had seen humans 
try to communicate with future civilisations - evidenced, for example, by the time capsule created for the 1939 New 
York World’s Fair that he had seen as a child - had more recently been ignited by the possibilities of the space age.1 
The space age, Sagan suggested, had resulted in a curiosity for the possibility of sending messages to the distant 
future.2  An interest that extended beyond the readers of science fiction, through to particular factions of scientists, and 
most interestingly, America’s own national space agency. 

During the 1970s, America’s National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), commissioned and endorsed 
a number of projects to accompany official missions that involved dispatching messages expressly intended to 
be read by any extra-terrestrial beings that might encounter the spacecraft. Each of these projects, which largely 
comprised engraved plaques attached to satellites and unmanned spacecraft, were overseen by Carl Sagan - who 
was well known to the American public through his popular television appearances.3 By far the most elaborate of 
these messages was the Voyager Interstellar Record, which was launched with the Voyager twin probes in 1977.  
The Voyager Interstellar Record, this paper argues, was tantamount to a textbook on the history of Earth and its 
civilisations – expressed through an anthology of sounds and images of Earth. The content of this record largely 
focused on music, however also included non-musical recordings, greetings and an elaborate pictorial essay. While 
the musical content has received considerable popular and scholarly attention, little consideration has been given to 
the pictorial content of the record – and there has been no recognition or discussion of the modest selection of images 
that can be regarded as ‘architectural content’. 4 This paper will firstly offer an historical account of the project, before 
chronicling and critically considering the architectural content of the Voyager Interstellar Record, which it argues is 
effectively the first architectural history text targeted at an extra-terrestrial audience. 

 

Voyager Missions

In August and September 1977 the Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 twin probes were launched into deep space on what was 
touted as a fact-finding, grand tour of the cosmos.  Between them, the unmanned space probes were to make close 
observations of, among other major planets, Jupiter and Saturn and their various moons.  The mission was scheduled 
to last from 1979 until 1986, before the probes would eventually leave the solar system, and continue their journey 
indefinitely through interstellar space - from where they continue to transmit information today. 

Affixed to the exterior of both Voyager probes was a copy of what was officially named the Voyager Interstellar Record, 
however is more commonly known as the “Golden Record”. (Figure 1) This was a twelve-inch phonograph record 
made from gold-plated copper, accompanied by a phonograph needle and cartridge. The record was encased in an 
aluminium cover that included etched imagery describing those who had sent the record and their location in both 
time and space, as well as some imagery that served as visual instructions for how to play the record.5  Protected in 
its aluminium casing, it was estimated the record might last a billion years.6  However, it was also anticipated that the 
trajectory of the probes was such that they would be unlikely to intersect with a planetary system within ten billion 
years.  Thus it was assumed that if the record was to be discovered, it would most likely be found by a civilisation 
significantly more advanced than the one that sent it, and one capable of space travel itself.7  As such, the creators 
always envisaged two audiences for the project. The first was an extra-terrestrial audience that was assumed to be of 
superior intelligence to ours.8 For this audience, the Golden Record was conceived as part cosmic greeting card (as 
termed by Sagan himself) - intended to introduce and educate alien life to ways of planet Earth, and part time-capsule.  
The second was a human audience on Earth, whereby the record was seen as a way of engaging public interest in the 
space program.9 As such the copies of the record were always intended to be made commercially available, although 
due to a frustratingly complicated permissions process, this was never achieved.10
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The Golden Record

The compilation was overseen by Carl Sagan, who worked in collaboration with Frank Drake, Ann Druyan, Timothy 
Ferris, Jon Lomberg and Sagan’s wife, Linda Salzman Sagan. A group of consultants also provided specific advice 
on various aspects of the project.  Both Drake and Salzman Sagan had previously collaborated with Sagan on the 
‘Pioneer Plaque’, which conveyed a message from Earth that was attached to the Pioneer 10 and 11 space probes 
launched five years earlier (the first man-made objects to leave the solar system).

The decision to send a phonograph record proved a radical departure from Sagan’s earlier attempts at interstellar 
communications for NASA.  In a 1977 letter sent to Alan Lomax, an ethnomusicologist who consulted on the project, 
Sagan explained: “it soon became clear that much more information could be conveyed in the same space on a 
metal mother of a phonograph record than on a plaque of the same size.” Sagan then added, “Since this is the 100th 
anniversary of Edison’s invention of the phonograph, a record seems particularly apt.”11 Following the logic of Marshall 
McLuhan, for the Golden Record, the medium was thus an integral part of the message.12

The Golden Record comprised four parts.  The first included a carefully curated collection of ninety minutes of music 
from composers such as Bach, Mozart, performers such as Louis Armstrong and Chuck Berry, and ranging through to 
an Indigenous Australian Horn and Totem Song. The second section included what Ann Druyan labelled, “a 12 minute 
sound essay”, that included a selection of “the sounds of Earth”.13 While these were predominantly natural sounds 
including whale songs, thunder, and crickets, it also included man-made sounds such as Morse code and various 
forms of transportation, such as ships, cars, and tractors.14  Thirdly, greetings and well wishes were recorded in fifty-
five languages, and included messages from, for example, Greece who declared “we come in friendship”, Israel, Brazil 
and Syria who each wished “peace”, and a more idiosyncratic message from Sweden, whose message was a greeting 
“from a computer programmer in the little university town of Ithaca on the Planet of Earth”. 

FIGURE 1 Voyager Interstellar Record being fixed to the Voyager 1 space probe prior to its launch in 1977. (Image 
Source: NASA: https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/galleries/voyager-1-gold-plated-record.)

https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/galleries/voyager-1-gold-plated-record)
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Finally, in addition to these sound recordings, the record was encoded with a series of images, including a small 
number with architectural content, each chosen to represent the diversity of life on Earth. The selection of the images 
was largely overseen by Jon Lomberg, a scientific illustrator who began working with Sagan in 1972 on his book The 
Cosmic Connection, and continued to collaborate with him on numerous television and book projects until Sagan’s 
death in 1996.15   

The Pictures of Earth

The inclusion of images on the record represented the most technically complicated of the processes involved with its 
production. Frank Drake recalled that the idea the record might include images, came from his realisation that: 

A Phonograph Record is an engraved plaque that can carry sounds. But a television picture is just a 
collection of signals at various frequencies, just as sound is.  If we could translate those picture frequencies 
to ones that could successfully be recorded to a phonograph record, then we could record pictures too. 
We could have sound and pictures , and in fact combine them to increase greatly the information content 
of the ‘plaque.’16

The investigation of how to include images on the record led to the involvement of Colorado Video Inc. who had 
developed a commercially available video convertor capable of taking “a normal television picture and … [reducing] 
the bandwidth to the point that it could be recorded on a conventional long-playing record”.17  This technology 
represented an early method for transmitting images, which prior to the internet had been difficult to undertake.18

While early plans extended to the inclusion of only six images, the final selection included 118 images, twenty of which 
were in colour and ninety-eight in black and white. With the entire record needing to be compiled, manufactured 
and installed on the Voyagers in the space of six weeks, Jon Lomberg recalled in Murmurs from Earth, they only had 
around a month to select images, secure permissions from copyright holders, commission new photographs and 
illustrations, seek approval from NASA, and then convert the images to a format suitable for encoding, as well as 
finding the technology to do this. 19

FIGURE 2 Voyager Interstellar Record, ‘Sounds of Earth’ Phonographic Record and Cover, and illustration showing 
the position where the Record is installed on the Voyager Probes. (Image Source: NASA/JPL-Caltech, NASA Image 
Library. http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/voyager/multimedia/pia14113.jpg.html.)

http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/voyager/multimedia/pia14113.jpg.html
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FIGURE 3 Table indicating 
architecture images in 
‘Pictures of Earth’ on 
Golden Record - sorted by 
building type. Note some 
images appear under 
multiple headings. (Source: 
Table by author. Figures, 
Information and Captions 
correspond to those 
assigned in Murmurs of 
Earth pp. 78-121). 

The image sequence began with engravings that appeared on the record’s exterior casing, the first doubled as a 
calibration image. From there, the sequence was akin to a reversed (and more informally structured) version of the 
Eames’ film Powers of Ten, released that same year.20 Beginning with a solar location map, the sequence then moved 
to images of the sun, Mercury, Mars and Jupiter, then Earth before jumping to an aerial image of the Nile that –like 
many other images, featured a textual overlay of scientific information.21 Interspersed among this sequence were a 
number of scientific, textual and numeric keys. The image of the Nile was immediately followed by diagrams of DNA 
structures, an image of cell division, illustrations of human anatomy, and then diagrams and images that explained 
human reproduction, child rearing, family and human social relationships. Next were diagrams explaining continental 
drift and the structure of earth, followed by various images of oceans, rivers and deserts - many of the former were 
selected to illustrate the dominance of water on the Earth’s surface.22 Focus then shifted to depictions of foliage 
and vegetation, animals, and humans undertaking various activities such as hunting, learning, eating and dancing, 
as well as working and playing sports. These were followed by a series of images that show buildings and cities in 
various forms. The final image sets show forms of transport, polar exploration, then observation and communication 
devices that could be used to observe or communicate with the inhabitants of space. These were followed by images 
associated with space exploration. The final two images are of a string quartet, playing music, and the musical score 
for Beethoven’s String Quartet No.13 – the final musical piece on the album- spliced with an image of a violin. 
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The guiding principal in the selection of images was, Sagan suggested, primarily, to “send any possible extra-terrestrial 
auditors information about earth and its inhabitants that they are unlikely otherwise to find themselves in possession 
of.”23 The priority was thus to send images of things that were unique to Earth. As he assumed they would have 
an advanced knowledge of science, mathematics and astronomy, this was largely excluded from the content.24 
Additionally, the selection panel imposed a number of other limitations early in the process. Negative subjects, and 
those that would present humankind in an unflattering light were to be avoided. This saw the exclusion of imagery 
related to, among other things, War, politics, and poverty.25 Conscious effort was also made to ensure imagery would 
not be perceived as threatening.26 Art and religion were also deliberately avoided.

The final selection was greatly influenced by what images the team working on the picture section were able to source 
and obtain permissions for during the short preparation period. Images were sourced from a number of collections: 
books were obtained from the general library collection of Cornell University - where Sagan and other members of 
the selection committee were employed - as well as public libraries.27 The majority were sourced from the National 
Geographic Society, with others from the United Nations Picture Library, World Book Encyclopaedia, Sports Illustrated, 
and the collections of NASA.28  A small number were specifically commissioned for the project. The nature and sources 
of these inadvertently resulted in this section having a text-book like quality. Whereas the music section was like an 
anthology of art and culture (or as many have labelled it - a compilation of Earth’s ‘Greatest Hits’), the ‘Pictures of Earth’ 
resembled a pictorial encyclopedia entry, illustratively explaining Earth and its inhabitants.

Lomberg noted that images needed “to contain as much information [and be] … as understandable as possible”. He 
continued: “some pictures [were included] with very little information, primarily to help the recipients understand how to 
see pictures. So the first two pictures of the sequence are objects elsewhere on the Voyager – two of the engravings 
on the records cover”.29 To achieve continuity, they attempted to use repeated motifs, and a number of the images 
correspond to the music and ‘Sounds of Earth’ sections.30 Such crossovers were largely limited, and other potential 
links were not explored.  For example, there was no representation of Baroque architecture or art, to accompany 
the Baroque music on the record. While opportunities for more coherently integrating the sounds and pictures were 
most likely not explored due to the limited timeframe for selection and production of the record (and the division of 
labour among the various sections), the composition of the picture selection committee inevitably bore a significant 
impact. Whereas the musical section was carefully curated by an expert panel, opinions solicited in the selection of 
images were largely from scientists, who generally lacked discipline-specific expertise in the non-scientific aspects 
to be represented on the record.  Similarly, the painstaking efforts at representing various time periods, cultures and 
language groups that went into the Greetings, Music selection and Sounds of Earth sections, were not matched 
in the image selection.  Overall, the selection of images was given considerably less consideration than the other 
components of the record. 

Art on the Golden Record

One of the areas where the influence of the short production schedule, professional biases, and non-specialised 
panel can be most readily seen is in the representation (or lack thereof) of art and architecture on the record.31 While 
much of the Golden Record was dedicated to showing the cultural aspects of human civilisation (through music), the 
representation of cultural and creative endeavour in the Pictures of Earth component, was limited.  Art and craft only 
feature incidentally in three images. Of these only one showed art per se (Image 89), which depicted a man painting in 
a room of a house where a number of paintings are hung on the background wall – an image that Lomberg noted, was 
included largely because it demonstrated the use of furniture, and included a fireplace, (which thus demonstrated that 
our atmosphere was capable of supporting fire). While he notes the viewer might make an association between what 
the man was doing (painting) and what was on the wall (art), this was largely a secondary concern.32  A second image 
(Image 66) showed a craftsman using woodworking tools to carve an elephant –included primarily to show tools and, 
as a secondary concern, to explain that humans are capable of symbolic representation (the adjacent image was of an 
elephant).33 Finally, an image showing the interior of a natural history museum (Image 98) incidentally shows a mural in 
the background that speculates the form of the animals whose bones are in the foreground (thus again demonstrating 
symbolic representation). Aside from these instances there are no other references to visual art or non-musical creative 
practice on the record.  Interestingly, as a result, art and creation are shown to be actions rather than objects.
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Lomberg stated that they had deliberately avoided the inclusion of artwork, as they “didn’t feel competent to decide 
what art should be sent.” Justifying this omission, he wrote:

A great deal of human art is shown in music, which comprises the bulk of the record, but there was enough 
time to gather a panel of musicological experts to advise on balance and selection.  We were so rushed in 
putting together the picture message that we couldn't assemble experts in all the various visual arts and have 
them agree. 34 

Rather tellingly, he also added “And we thought extra-terrestrials would have enough trouble interpreting photographs 
of reality or simple diagrams, without our including a photograph or a painting which is itself a representation of 
reality.”35  While this view of art is not entirely unsurprising from a scientist, both Lomberg and Salzman Sagan are 
identified as artists (although scientific illustrators is probably a more accurate term) and thus the exclusion entirely of 
the visual arts from the record is frustrating. Amusingly, while they felt unqualified to make a selection of artworks to 
include on the record, the committee felt quite at ease making the selection of the architectural content. As a result, 
the architectural canon sent for alien consumption, has a decidedly scientific twist to it, that is wildly at add odds with 
conventional canons of architectural history.

A New Canon of Architecture

Among the last groupings of images, were as stated, a number of the built environment and specific works of 
architecture.  These ranged from images of vernacular buildings in Africa and North America, though to generic views 
of towns, cities and highways, as well as images of specific buildings and structures.36  Additionally the sequence 
included a small number of iconic works of architecture and engineering, being, the Taj Mahal, the Great Wall of China, 
the Golden Gate Bridge, the United Nations Building in New York, and the Sydney Opera House.  This small collection 
of buildings, in effect, established a new canon of human architecture and endeavour for the record’s interstellar 
audience. – one that made an attempt at a global history of architecture, yet one that largely ignored the history of 
the discipline and the conventional contents of the architectural canon.  For example, works from Ancient Greece, 
Rome, or Egypt - which have dominated the historical canons established by, for example, Diderot and D'Alembert, 
Fergusson or more recently, Watkin - were all omitted from the alien canon. The Golden Record’s presentation of 
architecture was not structured by time, epoch or style, and thus there is no Gothic, no Baroque, no Renaissance, no 
Art Nouveau - although the Modern fared somewhat better in their account. By far the most represented “style” on the 
Golden Record was that of the vernacular, and in particular housing. 

Lomberg notes that Images 84-88 (see Figure 3), which illustrated various houses and some domestic-scaled 
construction scenes, were selected as representations of ‘typical buildings’ – by which he evidently meant domestic 
architecture.  Each of these images were largely included to illustrate the diversity of human housing.  However, he 
noted that they also wanted to include “more impressive architecture, and the variety of buildings we build”.  He 
continued, “Out of a host of possibilities –the Eiffel Tower, a Gothic cathedral, a Mayan pyramid – we chose the Taj 
Mahal…. A monument not to religion but to love… It is also generally regarded as one of the world’s most beautiful 
buildings.”37 

Lomberg’s justification was telling. Firstly, while they were able to dedicate five images to showing the diversity of 
vernacular housing, in addition to a number of interior views of residences, they saw fit to only include one example of 
what they identified as “impressive architecture” selected on the basis of its beauty, and an emotion-based reading of 
its purpose.  Most importantly, was that this choice responded to their declared aim to avoid references to religion. As 
scientists this avoidance was unsurprising.38 Their justification, as was the case with the omission of art, was on the 
grounds that they were unable to devote the space to representing the diversity of human religions.  Lomberg stated 
“if we’d included a picture of a cathedral, we felt we would also have to include one of a mosque, a synagogue … and 
so forth. Since there was no way of explaining each religion, inclusion of all faiths would merely be a political sop to 
people on Earth viewing our work”39 

One of the real consequence of these decisions - being to avoid religion, resist chronology and highlight diversity - 
were in fact that the architectural inclusions were largely unrepresentative of a true and recognizable history of both 
Western and Non-Western Architecture. In fact, their selections generally opposed conventional constructions of 
the architectural canon at that time. The result was a twisting of the focus from ‘high architecture’ (as evidenced 
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in cathedrals, temples, or even private houses for wealthy patrons) that has historically been representative of the 
architectural canon, to the vernacular. The typical triumphed over the extraordinary and the contemporary largely 
superseded the historic – the opposite to the approach taken with the musical selection. Interestingly, these actions 
were not out of step with the approach increasingly being taken towards constructing and questioning architectural 
canons at the time. While there is no evidence to suggest the selection panel were aware of this, the inclusion of 
the vernacular and the global content were in keeping with the growing movement towards diversification of the 
architectural canon that Spiro Kostof had already begun in the 1970s, but came to fruition with his publication of A 
History of Architecture: Settings and Rituals in 1985, as well as the recognition of the vernacular in Bernard Rudofsky’s 
Architecture Without Architects first published in 1964.40

The selection throughout the Golden Record consistently emphasized diversity rather than chronology, or a sense of 
evolution or progress. This is particularly evident in the architectural selection, specifically the representations of cities 
and non-western vernacular architecture. Closer investigation surrounding the images used, reveals, for example 
that many of the images of vernacular and ‘traditional’ housing, were in fact contemporary rather than historic 
constructions, for the most part the photographs were also reasonably contemporary.41  The African and American 
construction scenes, were for example, relatively recent photographs of contemporary construction, and thus were 
not part of a consciously constructed historical timeline.  The intention of demonstrating diversity was also cited by 
Lomberg as having influenced the decision to include the Sydney Opera House and the selection of cities, particularly 
the inclusion of Boston and Oxford. 

In terms of the presentation of ‘high architecture’, for the most part, pragmatics again prevailed. 

The inclusion of the Great Wall of China (Image 84), was justified by Lomberg, as being due to being one of the most 
significant engineering feats of humankind.42 It was, he also noted the product of a one of the most important human 
cultures. Paradoxically, the wall itself was constructed as a fortification to protect citizens from invasion – a fact that 
seems to explicitly contravene the intention to avoid references to war and negative human behaviour.43 Lomberg also 
notes that the photograph, sourced from National Geographic, was chosen as it illustrated a close-up view of the 
walkway as well as a view in the distance, thus eluding to the scale of the structure. The image also included humans 
traversing the walkway, thus associating the wall with human activity. Its inclusion, while not mentioned by Lomberg, 
may also have been of interest as the wall has long been thought to be the only man made structure visible from space 
– a theory that predates space exploration, and was eventually disproved when humans visited the moon.44 As with 
the Taj Mahal, an added attraction to the Great Wall of China is likely to be its location on the Asian Continent - thus 
increasing the global representations on the record. 

The Sydney Opera House was also one of the few project selected for inclusion based on its architectural merit. Even 
in this circumstance, a secondary meaning was required. While the Opera House had been inaugurated four years 
before the Voyagers launched, the image chosen was one taken while it was being built (albeit in an advanced stage 
of construction) rather than when it was completed. As a result, the image also contributed to the narrative of building 
construction demonstrated in a number of the other images in the architectural sequence.

Of the other iconic (or canonical) works of architecture and engineering, The Golden Gate Bridge was included 
(complete with measurements) as an illustration of a suspension bridge, and an example of something with a form 
“determined entirely by the laws of physics”.45 As a secondary function, this photograph was taken by Ansel Adams, 
thus arguably fulfilling the “art quotient” for the record.46 The United Nations Building in New York, which might have 
been selected on the grounds of architectural merit, as well as being a building that represented a peaceful function (as 
supported by the nature of many of the Greetings, and a message from the UN Secretary General that was included 
on the Record) was in fact included on technical grounds. Specifically, two images were included to illustrate day and 
night and as a demonstration of the way buildings and cities can be artificially lit.47 

Building Types

The selection of building types chosen for representation was just as selective as the other aspects of the record. In 
addition to churches, also missing are libraries, prisons, parliaments, cemeteries, theatres, swimming pools, petrol 
stations and multitudes of other building types. An interior view of a museum was included – largely because the 
image contained bones. As shown in the table in Figure 3, the largest representation of the building types went to 
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residential buildings.  However, despite efforts to convey the cultural diversity of housing, representations are limited to 
various forms of detached residences. There are also no hotels, no apartment buildings, no caravans, tents or igloos. 
Following housing, the next most represented building type is the ‘elementary school’ – educational facilities for older 
children, and adults (including universities) are overlooked. 

While there are some representations of work and workplaces (including factories) evidence of capitalism and 
commerce also seem underrepresented – confined to one interior view of a supermarket that was included as a 
demonstration of how we source food, and as incidental buildings in a number of city images. Even the images of cities 
themselves are seemingly idiosyncratic - with Oxford and Boston being included to illustrate the concept of the city.

Further, the selection of buildings and building types was frequently self-referential, and representative of their own 
interests. The UN, for example, was effectively a partner in the project, and thus received significant representation in 
the pictorial selection (also in part because they made use of their image library). Similarly, the observatory is the one 
used by Sagan and Drake as part of an early attempt at interstellar communication via radio transmission in Arecibo, 
Puerto Rico. The Modern House is that of a fellow scientist.  The only image of a book, is open to an illustration by 
Isaac Newton, explaining how to project objects into orbit, while there is no illustration (other than the Japanese School 
Room) of people reading, and no other illustration of a book or library. 

Conclusion

What is evident from the analysis thus far, and in particular figure 3, is that Lomberg and the selection committee, 
utilised architecture as a means to demonstrate human endeavour and production, much more so than using it to 
illustrate the creative capacity of human beings. As with the emphasis on making in the representation of the visual 
arts, the emphasis in the depictions of architecture was for the most part in making and using. The examples of ‘high 
architecture’ were the only exceptions – although even the Sydney Opera House was used to show construction in 
progress. As such, architecture was seen as a record of human history and actions, but largely used to illustrate the 
contemporary condition rather than processes of development and evolution that led to that present.  

What began as a ‘greeting card’ became a visual textbook of human civilisation, that effectively offered an anti-canon 
of architectural history. Although, despite obvious criticisms, Lomberg’s canon, skewed towards scientific interest, 
is undoubtedly no more biased than that of Fergusson or Watkin. The Golden Record, in its global, vernacular and 
seemingly ‘democratised’ overview of architecture and civilization, was perhaps creating a McLuhan-esque ‘global 
village’ for its interstellar audience.48

When expressing his intention to make the Golden Record commercially available on Earth, Carl Sagan stated that he 
hoped by doing so, that it would “stimulate listeners to examine our civilisation and culture and consider how we wish 
to be represented to the cosmos.”49 What these scientists presented in the form of an overview of global architecture, 
is certainly likely to incite this question from architect and architectural historians, although unlikely to produce the 
same answer.

Endnotes

1 Sagan offers an account of visiting the New York World’s Fair and a fascination with the time capsule in Carl Sagan, “For 
Future Times and Beings,” in Murmurs of Earth: The Voyager Interstellar Record, ed. Carl Sagan (London: Hodder and 
Stoughton, 1978), 3.

2 The first of these accompanied the Pioneer 10 and 11 space probes, which in 1983 became the first man-made objects 
to leave the solar system.  Each probe included a small plaque that, in the words of Sagan, offered “some indication of 
the locale, epoch and nature of its builders.” Similarly, the Lageos mission of 1976, also included a plaque that contained 
representations of historic, current and predictive geology in an attempt to locate the satellite in time and space. This 
plaque was intended as much to communicate a message for the future inhabitants of Earth as it was for extra-terrestrial 
beings. See Sagan, “For Future Times and Beings”, 4.

3 Carl Sagan, “A Message from Earth,” Science 175 (25 February 1972): 881.
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4 See for example, Stephanie Nelson and Larry Polansky, “The music of the Voyager Interstellar Record,” Journal of 
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